Big 12 Teaching & Learning Conference – Austin, TX – June 13, 2019
Tobin, “Around the Clock, Around the Block,
Mobile, and Global, Enhanced: UDL” Keynote
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 62

Respondents: 42

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.


























Cheesy jokes.
Engaging!
Engaging, great use of media.
Excellent!
Fun, interactive, interesting, and unique! “The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills” and “this was a good
session” should actually be 10s!
Good demonstration of concepts presented. Fun! Thank you, Darth Tobin.
Good introduction to the concept of UDL—a bit of a “101” experience for those of us more familiar with the concepts.
Great access.
Great information to utilize in making my information accessible.
I have so much to digest as I start making courses accessible.
I know nothing about Star Wars so some of it was lost on me.
I love the concept of UDL but do see a lot of challenges implementing it in our specific setting. Our students are often not
allowed to take material home or discuss it outside of class due to classification reasons.
I loved the use of the Star Wars analogies in this presentation! It was incredibly engaging!
I think important facts really help make strong arguments to faculty about making material accessible. For example, 95% of
college kids own phones. Students on the LMS 1-3 a.m.
Interactive and informative, engaging. UD, alt text, screen reader.
Love the move away from accessibility to just “access,” and all the examples of UDL.
Opened my eyes to the term equal “access.”
Really appreciated the ideas + content. Thank you!
Really good overview of UDL along with practical actions to take back.
Simple—in a good way, memorable bits of info and talking points for conversations at my institution. Could use more data,
research to demonstrate effectiveness of UDL.
Thank you. Excellent presentation from slides to energy.
The pres. shifted my thinking about accommodation in powerful ways (ACCESS!)
Very helpful, got lots of concrete ideas on how to improve my course. Love the ideas of “+1”—makes it all less daunting.
Was fun and educating.
Would have preferred more specific examples.

